
Widening Struggle

Why and how did the civil rights 
movement expand?



You will now analyze 
two primary sources – a 
poster and a song –
from a civil rights 
protest.  

Poster – what are three 
interesting details? 
What might their 
significance be?

Song – what elements 
do you hear in this 
music? What emotions 
does it evoke?

https://goo.gl/5AYz7b



“Yo No le Tengo Miedo a 
Nada.” 
What group of Americans 
might have created this poster 
and sung this song? What 
evidence supports your 
answer? 
• What specific civil rights 
might this group have been 
fighting for? 
• Based on these two primary 
sources, what actions did this 
group take to fight for civil 
rights? 
• What other groups might the 
civil rights movement have 
expanded to include by the 
1960s and 1970s? 

https://goo.gl/5AYz7b



• Now you will now learn why 
and how the struggle for civil 
rights expanded not only to 
Latinos, but also to women, 
American Indians, Asian 
Americans, and other groups 
of Americans. 



Civil Rights for Varied Groups

• In pairs, you will research how 
various groups fought for civil 
rights by gathering evidence from 
a variety of sources to answer a set 
of key questions.

• At each station, read about the 
group and complete the questions.  
Examine the primary and 
secondary sources.  



Civil Rights for Varied Groups
At each station, 
gather this 
information, then 
follow the 
directions at the 
station.

There are 7 total: 
women and Native, 
Asian, Latino, Gay, 
Elderly and 
Disabled Americans

















What does this 
timeline show? 
What relationship 
do you see 
between the 
African American 
civil rights 
movement and 
other groups’ 
struggle for civil 
rights? 
Which actions for 
achieving civil 
rights seem to have 
been most 
successful? Why 
might this be so? 
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All of the groups 
on the timeline 
made remarkable 
progress in 
achieving change. 
What issues 
today do you 
think might be 
worth fighting for 
in your school? 
Your community? 
Your state? 
Your nation? 



• What can you do to achieve change? Choose an issue to 
focus on. Based on what you learned about civil rights 
movements, create a plan of action
for addressing that issue. Your action plan should 
include 
– a brief description of the change wanted, including a slogan 

that summarizes the issue. 

– a list of people and organizations that are now or might be 
involved in fighting for this change. 

– a short explanation of what actions you might use to achieve 
the change and why you believe these steps will be successful. 
Use historical examples from this unit to help support your 
ideas. 

– Some examples to get you thinking: Education (availability, 
affordability, equity, etc), Gender Inequality, Hunger, 
Islamophobia, LGBT rights, Prison, Sweatshops

– Possible sites to help: globalissues.org & goo.gl/5ic1QL


